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Discussed here
Why GANs are popular

• GANs can learn high-dimensional, complex real data distributions
  – Without relying on any assumptions
  – Can simply generate realistic samples from latent space
• This has lead to various applications
  – image synthesis, image attribute editing, image translation, domain adaptation and other academic fields
Growth of GAN papers

https://deephunt.in/the-gan-zoo-79597dc8c347
Deep Convolutional GAN

- DCGAN used for LSUN scene modeling
  - 100-d uniform distribution $Z$ is projected to a small spatial extent convolutional representation with many feature maps
- A series of four fractionally-strided convolutions convert this high level representation into a $64 \times 64$ pixel image
Deep Convolutional GAN (DCGAN)

- GAN architecture performs well when model architecture and hyperparameters are carefully selected.

- A crafted DCGAN performs very well for image synthesis tasks.
  - Latent representation space captures important factors of variation.
Images generated by DCGAN

Images trained on the LSUN data set

Images of bedrooms generated by DCGAN
Conditional GAN

- GAN learning problem can be simplified by breaking the generation process into many levels of detail
- Can train conditional GANs that learn to sample from a distribution $p(x|y)$ rather than simply sampling from the marginal distribution $p(x)$
Extension to Conditional Model

- GANs can be extended to a conditional model if both $G$ and $D$ are conditioned on some extra information $y$
- $y$ could be any kind of auxiliary information, such as class labels or data from other modalities
- We can perform the conditioning by feeding $y$ into both $D$ and $G$ as additional input layer
Conditional GAN Objective Function

• In the generator the prior input noise $p_z(z)$, and $y$ are combined in joint hidden representation, and the adversarial training framework allows for considerable flexibility in how this hidden representation is composed.

• In the discriminator $x$ and $y$ are presented as inputs and to a discriminative function (embodied again by a MLP in this case)

• Objective function two-player minimax game is

$$
\min_G \max_D V(D, G) = E_{x \sim p_{data}(x)}[\log D(x | y)] + E_{z \sim p(z)}[\log(1 - D(G(z | y)))]
$$
CGAN Architecture
MNIST Results with CGAN

Generated MNIST digits, each row conditioned on one label
$f$-GAN

- GAN is a special case of a more general variational divergence estimation approach.
- Any $f$-divergence can be used for training generative neural samplers.
- Choices of divergence functions affect training complexity and quality of obtained generative models.
$f$-Divergence Family

- Given two distributions $P$ and $Q$ that possess, respectively, an absolutely continuous density function $p$ and $q$ with respect to a base measure $dx$ defined on the domain $X$, we define the $f$-divergence,

$$D_f(P \parallel Q) = \int_X q(x) f(p(x)/q(x)) \, dx$$

- where the generator function $f : R^+ \rightarrow R$ is a convex, lower-semicontinuous function satisfying $f(1) = 0$
## List of $f$-Divergences

| Name                    | $D_f(P||Q)$                                                                 | Generator $f(u)$                           | $T^*(x)$                        |
|-------------------------|----------------------------------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------|---------------------------------|
| Kullback-Leibler        | $\int p(x) \log \frac{p(x)}{q(x)} \, dx$                               | $u \log u$                                | $1 + \log \frac{p(x)}{q(x)}$    |
| Reverse KL              | $\int q(x) \log \frac{q(x)}{p(x)} \, dx$                               | $- \log u$                                | $- \frac{q(x)}{p(x)}$          |
| Pearson $\chi^2$       | $\int \frac{(q(x) - p(x))^2}{p(x)} \, dx$                               | $(u - 1)^2$                                | $2(\frac{p(x)}{q(x)} - 1)$     |
| Squared Hellinger       | $\int \left( \sqrt{p(x)} - \sqrt{q(x)} \right)^2 \, dx$                | $(\sqrt{u} - 1)^2$                        | $(\sqrt{\frac{p(x)}{q(x)}} - 1) \cdot \sqrt{\frac{q(x)}{p(x)}}$ |
| Jensen-Shannon          | $\frac{1}{2} \int p(x) \log \frac{2p(x)}{p(x)+q(x)} + q(x) \log \frac{2q(x)}{p(x)+q(x)} \, dx$ | $-(u + 1) \log \frac{1+u}{2} + u \log u$ | $\log \frac{2p(x)}{p(x)+q(x)}$ |
| GAN                    | $\int p(x) \log \frac{2p(x)}{p(x)+q(x)} + q(x) \log \frac{2q(x)}{p(x)+q(x)} \, dx - \log(4)$ | $u \log u - (u + 1) \log(u + 1)$ | $\log \frac{p(x)}{p(x)+q(x)}$  |
Variational estimation of $f$-Divergence

- A lower bound on $f$-Divergence

$$D_f(P\|Q) = \int_X q(x) \sup_{t \in \text{dom } f^*} \left\{ t \frac{p(x)}{q(x)} - f^*(t) \right\} \, dx$$

$$\geq \sup_{T \in \mathcal{T}} \left( \int_X p(x) T(x) \, dx - \int_X q(x) f^*(T(x)) \, dx \right)$$

$$= \sup_{T \in \mathcal{T}} \left( \mathbb{E}_{x \sim P} [T(x)] - \mathbb{E}_{x \sim Q} [f^*(T(x))] \right),$$

Where $\mathcal{T}$ is an arbitrary class of functions $T: X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$.

This yields a lower bound for two reasons:

- Because of Jensen’s inequality when swapping the integration and supremum operations.
- The class of functions $T$ may contain only a subset of all possible functions.
Variational Divergence Minimization

- We use the variational lower bound on the $f$-divergence $D_f(P||Q)$ in order to estimate a generative model $Q$ given a true distribution $P$.

- We use two neural networks, $Q$ and $T$.
  - $Q$ is our generative model, taking as input a random vector and outputting a sample of interest.
    - We parametrize $Q$ through a vector $\theta$ and write $Q_{\theta}$.
  - $T$ is our variational function, taking as input a sample and returning a scalar.
    - We parametrize $T$ using a vector $\omega$ and write $T_{\omega}$.
Learning the Generative Model

- We can learn a generative model $Q_{\theta}$ by finding a saddle-point of the following $f$-GAN objective function, where we minimize with respect to $\theta$ and maximize with respect to $\omega$,

$$F(\theta, \omega) = E_{x \sim P}[T_\omega(x)] - E_{x \sim Q_{\theta}}[f^*(T_\omega(x))]$$
Algorithm 1 Single-Step Gradient Method

1: function SINGLESTEPGRADIENTITERATION\( (P, \theta^t, \omega^t, B, \eta) \)
2: Sample \( X_P = \{x_1, \ldots, x_B\} \) and \( X_Q = \{x'_1, \ldots, x'_B\} \), from \( P \) and \( Q_{\theta^t} \), respectively.
3: Update: \( \omega^{t+1} = \omega^t + \eta \nabla_{\omega} F(\theta^t, \omega^t) \).
4: Update: \( \theta^{t+1} = \theta^t - \eta \nabla_{\theta} F(\theta^t, \omega^t) \).
5: end function
The LAPGAN Model

• A series of conditional GANs can be trained to first generate a very low resolution version of an image
• Then incrementally add details to the image
• Called LAPGAN due to the use of a Laplacian pyramid to generate varying levels of detail
Images generated by LAPGAN

Images of churches generated by LAPGAN model
GAN framework

• Framework corresponds to a minimax two-player game
  – For arbitrary $G$ and $D$, a unique solution exists
  – If $G$ and $D$ are MLPs can be trained using backprop

• In the space of arbitrary functions $G$ and $D$, a unique solution exists, with $G$ recovering the training data distribution and $D$ equals to $\frac{1}{2}$ everywhere

• There are hundreds of types of GANs
## Other GAN Variants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GAN Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GAN</td>
<td>The original (JSD Divergence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WGAN</td>
<td>EMD Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved WGAN</td>
<td>No weight clipping WGAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LS GAN</td>
<td>L2 Loss Objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWGAN</td>
<td>Relaxed WGAN Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGAN</td>
<td>Mean/Covariance minimization objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMMN</td>
<td>Maximum mean discrepancy objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMDGAN</td>
<td>Adversarial kernel to GMMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cramer GAN</td>
<td>Cramer distance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisher GAN</td>
<td>Chi-square objective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBGAN</td>
<td>Autoencoder instead of Discriminator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEGAN</td>
<td>WGAN and BEGAN merger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAGAN</td>
<td>Dynamic margin on hinge loss from EBGAN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Converting zebras to horses
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